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The pprint module lets us pretty-print arbitrary data structures in Python to 

make them prettier, well-formatted, and more readable. What it gives us is in 

a form we can use as input to the interpreter. This is just the kind of thing for 

aesthetes and it keeps the output on a single line wherever possible. And 

when on multiple lines, it indents it. Let’s import it: 

>>> from pprint import pprint 

Basically, this module has the following class: 

class pprint.PrettyPrinter(indent=1, width=80, depth=None, 

stream=None, *, compact=False) 

This constructs a PrettyPrinter instance for us. Let’s talk about its parameters: 

indent gives us the amount of indentation for each recursive level 

width gives us the desired output width 

depth gives us the number of levels to print 

stream lets us set an output stream 

compact lets us fit as many items within the width as we can on each line of 

output 

Now, let’s try an example without pprint. Let’s take a list to work with: 

>>> 

data=[(1,{'a':'A','b':'B','c':'C','d':'D'}),(2,{'e':'E','f':'F','g':'G','h':'H','i':'I','j':'J','k':'K','l':'L'}),(3,['m','n']),(4,['o','p'

,'q','r','s','t','u','v','w']),(5,['x','y','z']),] 

>>> print(data) 

[(1, {‘a’: ‘A’, ‘b’: ‘B’, ‘c’: ‘C’, ‘d’: ‘D’}), (2, {‘e’: ‘E’, ‘f’: ‘F’, ‘g’: ‘G’, ‘h’: ‘H’, ‘i’: ‘I’, ‘j’: 

‘J’, ‘k’: ‘K’, ‘l’: ‘L’}), (3, [‘m’, ‘n’]), (4, [‘o’, ‘p’, ‘q’, ‘r’, ‘s’, ‘t’, ‘u’, ‘v’, ‘w’]), (5, [‘x’, 

‘y’, ‘z’])] 

 

So, let’s try printing this with pprint instead. 

>>> pprint(data) 

[(1, {‘a’: ‘A’, ‘b’: ‘B’, ‘c’: ‘C’, ‘d’: ‘D’}), (2, 
 {‘e’: ‘E’, 
 ‘f’: ‘F’, 
 ‘g’: ‘G’, 
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 ‘h’: ‘H’, 
 ‘i’: ‘I’, 
 ‘j’: ‘J’, 
 ‘k’: ‘K’, 
 ‘l’: ‘L’}), 
(3, [‘m’, ‘n’]), 
(4, [‘o’, ‘p’, ‘q’, ‘r’, ‘s’, ‘t’, ‘u’, ‘v’, ‘w’]), 
(5, [‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’])] 
 
So, what does Python pprint do? It formats an object and writes it to the data 
stream we pass to it as an argument. By default, this is sys.stdout. 
 

 


